Planning a journey
Scenarios

Supporting notes
TfL website: Journey Planner - planning a journey online

Scenario 1

A group of friends have planned to go cycling late at night. However, one of them
discovers that his brother has borrowed his detachable lights, but the rest of the
group say he will be fine and should come anyway.

Scenario 2

Some friends want to cycle to the local park, but the roads that take them there
do not have cycle lanes. They have been told by their parents not to go on the
road as there is a lot of traffic and a busy roundabout. They decide to ignore their
parents’ advice.

Scenario 3

On a trip home from school a group of friends decide to sit upstairs at the back
of the bus. Some of the friends stand up to talk to some friends further down
the bus. The bus driver requests for all the people unseated upstairs to either sit
down or come and stand downstairs. His request is ignored.

Scenario 4

On the way to a local football match a group of friends start playing football on
the pavement. They are having a good time passing the ball to one another when
they begin to tackle each other over possession of the ball.

Scenario 5

A group of friends are walking along the river Thames near the South Bank. They
are playing a harmless game of dares. Then one of the friends is dared to throw
the life buoy at a passing boat.

Scenario 6

During winter time when the tide is low a group of local teenagers decide to
investigate the mudflats underneath a local bridge. The tide will not be coming
in for a few hours and the teenagers want to explore further down river.

Scenario 7

During a play fight on an Underground station platform one person drops their
mobile phone on the track. Someone says they have 5 minutes before the next
train is due and that should be enough time to go and get it.

Scenario 8

A group of friends board a train but one person gets on a different carriage.
They can see their friends in the adjoining carriage and they want to join in their
conversation too. They decide to use the interconnecting doors to pass from
one carriage to another.

Storyboard

Use this storyboard to record your story in pictures and words. Try using speech
and thought bubbles.
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